
 

 

 

 

Level 1 Dance RAS 2023 

91939  Demonstrate understanding of the 
application of the elements of dance in a 

performance 
 

EXEMPLAR 

 
 

  

TOTAL 15 
 

 

Merit 



 
INSTRUCTIONS 

There are THREE questions in this assessment. Answer ALL questions, using the dance 
performance provided for each question. Use examples from the video to support your 
response. 

You may: 

• include aspects other than those suggested in the bullet points of the question 

• use the description of the performance to help you with your responses. 

 
QUESTION ONE:  Rotunda 
 
The dance Rotunda is about the courage of the ANZAC soldiers during the First World War. 
This excerpt is the death duet where one dancer struggles to leave the other behind.  
Note: The dance in this video was performed without music. 
 
VIDEO PLAYER 

Rotunda, The New Zealand Dance Company, Shona McCullagh 
\00:36 

  
Source (adapted): Turner, M., Bindon, C. (2015), Rotunda Educational Resource, The New Zealand 
Dance Company 

 
(a)  How are relationships used in this duet? 

You might refer to: 

• weight-bearing / contact 

• action and reaction 

• near or far. 

 

 
 

(b)  How do these dance elements contribute to the communication of ideas? 

 
 



QUESTION TWO:  Minoi 
 
Minoi is a combination of contemporary dance and fa’ataupati (a Samoan dance style). 
 
VIDEO PLAYER 

Minoi, Black Grace, Neil Ieremia 

  
  

Source (adapted): https://teara.govt.nz/en/video/44248/black-grace-2005 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://am.nzqa.sonet.com.au/engine/packages/NZQA_package_1456862782/Items/50411/141545.html?token=aHhmbTBSVjRLNzJ5K3pMZXdQNmFGZz09&_=1703191136942


QUESTION THREE:  The Anatomy of a Passing Cloud 
 
The Anatomy of a Passing Cloud was a celebratory 60th anniversary piece for the Royal 
New Zealand Ballet. It draws inspiration from New Zealand locations and history, and from 
Pacific cultures. 
 
VIDEO PLAYER 

The Anatomy of a Passing Cloud, Royal New Zealand Ballet, Javier de Frutos 

  

  
Source (adapted): Knight, B., (2015), The Anatomy of a Passing Cloud, Royal New Zealand Ballet 

 

 

 

https://am.nzqa.sonet.com.au/engine/packages/NZQA_package_1456862782/Items/50412/141544.html?token=c0pvb2lEY2RCeHpndWRQNzFOZGRxdz09&_=1703191273850


Merit 

Subject: Dance 

Standard: 91939 

Total score: 15 

Q 
Grade 
score 

Marker commentary 

One M5 

The response clearly explained how dance elements are seen and applied, 
and used specific moments as examples from the dance excerpt. These 
examples provided depth and clarity to the explanation. Ideas and 
interpretation followed from, and linked to, the explained use of elements. 
This showed understanding of effects of the elements. 

Two M5 

The response provided is at the M5 level, because there is a clear explanation 
of how dance elements were seen and applied, with specific examples from 
the dance excerpt. For example, the candidate has explained how accent was 
created in the dance. They noted that elements work together to create 
impact, and correctly identified which elements were used together. 

A number of impacts were appropriately identified, e.g. sudden, unexpected, 
explosive, dominance and power, interesting, arouses curiosity, strong and 
secure dance. Together, this explained the application of dance elements, 
thus demonstrating some depth of understanding. 

Three M5 

It was clear from their response that the candidate understands floor 
pathways (though the term was not used), and they identified the shape 
(circular) and described how the floor pathway was used / created. The 
candidate identified, understood, and explained that a range of varying 
facings and levels created interest in the dance excerpt. A clearer explanation, 
including that the dancers have stopped at various points on the shared floor 
pathway, would have enabled this response to reach M6. 
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